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Introduc)on
• China’s surface temperature record indicates
1.44°C (90% confidence interval [1.22-1.66°C]) of
warming over 1961-2013 (53 years)
• The global mean land temperatures warmed
1.09°C [0.86-1.31°C] over 1951-2010 (60 years)
• Why did China warm so much more quickly?
• One possibility is that the Chinese temperature
record might be contaminated by the expansion
of urban heat islands over this period
• This would lead an over-estimate of the average
amount of warming across China
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Introduc)on
•

Urban areas cover <1% of China’s land mass

•

But most observing
stations subject to some
kind of urban influence
• China’s National
Meteorological
Information Centre
provides 2419
homogenized stations
(blue) for 1951-2013
• Ren et al (2015) identify
143 “rural” reference
stations (yellow)
•

Usual approach, which compares rural stations with all stations is
Figure 1 | Map of observing stations and location of 143 ru
uncertain and possibly Supplementary
biased
low
stations. Spatial distribution of the 2419 observing stations (blue dots) whose data

used in the analysis along with the 5×5 grid used for the estimation of regio
How much did China
really
warm,
why?
averages.
Selection of
rural stationsand
(yellow dots)
is based on refs. 6. Elevation (m

indicated by the colors, with low elevations in green and highest elevations in brow
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Urban warming eﬀect

Photo: F. Zwiers (Lanzhou)
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FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but (a),(b) Beijing (54511) and (c),(d) Huairou stations (54419).

Beijing station and Huairou station in Beijing experienced relocations, for example, with the former being
moved 10 times in the twentieth century and 6 times
since 1953 (Zhang and Ren 2014), and the latter station
moving twice since its establishment in 1959 (Zhang
et al. 2013) (Fig. 3). The last relocation of Beijing station
occurred in 1997 when it was moved from a site near the
western Third Ring Road to its present location, which is
20 km away. The station has been surrounded by
buildings and expressways, however, and has become
a typical urban station (Ren and Ren 2011; Zhang et al.
2013; P. Yang et al. 2013).
Figure 4 is a sketch of urban expansion and the relocations of a typical urban station in mainland China. It
is probably representative of other developing regions.
Perhaps in earlier years, it was located outside the
boundary (T1) of the urban built-up area and was less
affected by the UHI if it was not in the leeward area of
the prevailing wind. A certain time period later, most
probably in the 1960s or 1970s in the case of mainland
China, the station was engulfed by built-up areas as a
result of urbanization and it was well located inside the
at-that-time boundary (T2) of the urban built-up area.
The station was no longer considered representative

Urban heat island eﬀects

according to the standards and requirements of the national meteorological services and it was moved to location L2 in the suburb areas. Location L2 was believed
to be a much better site for monitoring the regional
baseline weather and climate. Unfortunately, one to two
decades later, probably in the 1980s or 1990s in the case
of mainland China, the station was once again engulfed

• Long-recognized effect (e.g., Howard,1833)
• Location and history dependent
• London (Jones et al, 2008)
– trends similar in urban and rural areas
– urban region about 1.5-2.0°C warmer.

• New York City (Gaffin et al, 2008)

FIG. 4. Sketch detailing the urban expansion and subsequent
relocations of a climate station. Boundaries of built-up areas and
locations of the climate station for three time periods are displayed.

– perhaps cause of 1/3 of warming in NYC since 1900
– suggest skyline development may have played a role

• China (Jones et al, 2008)
– rapidly developing
– perhaps more than half of warming since 1954
– very difficult to isolate UHI intensification from available data (very
little rural data available)
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Urban warming – London, UK
London Weather Centre
St. James Park
Heathrow Airport
Gatwick Airport
Rothamsted

Jones et al, 2008

• Rural, suburban
and urban trends
similar
• Notice also the
common variability
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Urban warming - NYC

Gaffen et al, 2008
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Previous es7mates of urban
warming inﬂuence on China’s
temperature record

Photo: F. Zwiers (Cordova Bay Sunrise)
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Urban warming eﬀects on Chinese data
• Jones et al (2008) compare land temperatures with SSTs
China annual average
• Land temperatures warmed 1.19°C to
1.35°C over 1951-2004 (depending on
dataset used)
•

Nearby SSTs warmed 0.76°C

•

Jones et al suggest difference is due
to urbanization effect (~0.5°C, or
~40% of recorded warming)

(relative to 1954-1983)

Jones et al, 2008

Jones et al, 2008
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Urban warming eﬀects on Chinese data
• Ren et al. (2015) compare rural reference stations with all
stations (reference climate network and basic
meteorological
network) combined
1262
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• Difference ≈25% of recorded warming over 1961-2004
(0.32°C of 1.28°C)

FIG. 10. Annual mean SAT anomalies in RCN1BMN and reference (rural) stations; and their differences across mainland China over the
time period 1961– 2004.

Ren (2011) using an independent dataset of reference

Chen et al. (2005), Ren et al. (2008), and Yang
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Detec)on and a@ribu)on of
Long Term Climate Change
Photo: F. Zwiers (Ring-Necked Duck, Victoria)
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Some deﬁni)ons
• Detection of change is the process of
demonstrating that the climate or a system
affected by the climate has changed in some
defined statistical sense
• Attribution is the process of evaluating the
relative contributions of multiple causal factors to
a change or event with an assignment of
statistical confidence
• Casual factors refer to external influences
– Climate: anthropogenic and/or natural
– Systems affect by climate: climate change
IPCC Good Practice Guidance Paper on Detection and Attribution, 2010
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Methods
• Involve simple statistical models
• Complex implementation due to data volumes
(which are both small and large)

Usual assump)ons
• Key forcings have been identified
• Signals and noise are additive
• Model simulation of large-scale forcing response
patterns ok, but signal amplitude is uncertain

à leads to a regression formulation
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Observations (HadCRUT4)

Multi-model mean (ALL forcings)

1901-1910
1911-1920
1921-1930
1931-1940
1941-1950
1951-1960
1961-1970
1971-1980
1981-1990
1991-2000
2001-2010

11 decades (1901-1911 to 2001-2011)
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residuals

After Weaver and Zwiers (2000)

1901-1910
1911-1920
1921-1930
1931-1940
1941-1950
1951-1960
1961-1970
1971-1980
1981-1990
1991-2000
2001-2010
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That formula)on has been evolving
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Hasselmann (1979, 1993)
Hegerl et al (1996, 1997)
Tett et al (1999)
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•
•

Allan and Stott (2003)
Huntingford et al (2006)
Hegerl and Zwiers (2011)
Ribes et al (2013a, 2013b)
Hannart et al (2014)
Hannart (2015, accepted)
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Global mean temperature anomaly
Greenhouse gas forcing

All forcings

Jones et al, 2013
Jones et al, 2013

Solar and volcanic forcing
It is extremely likely that human
influence has been the dominant
cause of the observed warming
since the mid-20th century.
Jones et al, 2013

See also Figure 10.1, IPCC WG1 AR5
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Mechanics of the a@ribu)on process
Gather observations Y
Estimate signals Xi, i=1,…,s
Fit the regression model
EvaluateFinal
residuals
and
βi, i=1,…,s
Draft (7 June
2013)
Calculate trends in βiXi*

Observed warming
trend and 5-95%
uncertainty range
using HadCRUT4
(black).
Attributed warming
trends with assessed
likely ranges (colours)
using CMIP5 historical
and control
simulations
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IPCC WG1 AR5, Fig 10.5
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Decomposing China’s temperature record

Photo: F. Zwiers (Yangtze River)
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Idea
• Recorded warming is the result of
– Response to external forcing
• Greenhouse gas increases (GHG)
• Other Anthropogenic influences (OANT)
• Solar and volcanic influences (NAT)

– Effect of urbanization (URB)
– Internal variability (noise)

• Use a detection and attribution method to
decompose the observed temperature record into
– 2 components + noise
• ALL (GHG+OANT+NAT combined)
• URB

– 4 components + noise
20

Implementa)on
• Construct observational vector Y
– Consider the period 1961-2012 (52 years)
– Divide China into two parts (east and west)
– Calculate 3-year mean temperature anomalies for each region (17
values for each region, ending with 2009-2011)
– Append the 2012 anomaly as an 18th value to complete the record
– Total length of Y is 2x18=36

• Estimate the ALL, GHG and NAT signals (XALL, XGHG,
XNAT) from CMIP5 simulations
– ALL: 23 models, 108 simulations
– GHG: 7 models, 33 simulations
– NAT: 8 models, 36 simulations

• Estimate internal variability
– Control simulations (41 models, 346 chunks) and
within-ensemble differences
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Observed and simulated mean
NATURE CLIMATE
CHANGE
DOI: 10.1038/NCLIMATE295
temperature
change
in China
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sigmoid
represent signal patterns of urb
What about
thecurves
URBto signal?

• Use sigmoid
functions
(continuous,
positive, withlogist
curves
that are defined
by a three-parameter
0 and 1 as left and right asymptotes)
• 3-parameter logistic function
𝑓𝑓 (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐿𝐿⁄(1 + 𝑒𝑒 −𝑘𝑘(𝑡𝑡−𝑡𝑡0 ) ),

– t0 is the midpoint
– L is the maximum
𝑡𝑡0 is the t-value of the sigmoid’s midpoint
– k is thewhere
steepness

• Fit these functions to urban - rural temperature
and k represents the steepness of the curve. We as
differences
• Separate functions for east and west China
effect during the 1960s and 1970s when fitting the
23

Why sigmoid func)ons?
• The urbanization effect is unlikely to be reversed
– The URB signal should be monotone increasing

• The urbanization effect does not increase
temperatures indefinitely
– The URB signal should asymptote at some level after
the urban heat island is established

• The urbanization effect is established slowly as
an urban center expands; we assume minimal
urbanization effects during the 1960’s and 1970’s
• The regional URB signal in eastern China will be
different from that in western China.
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a) Eastern China

URB signal
uncertainty
Based on a
bootstrapping
approach
b) Western China

Shading indicates
5-95% amongst
1000 bootstrap
samples
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Figure 2 | Observed and simulated mean temperature change in China.
Annual mean temperature anomalies relative to the 1961–1990 average.
Black, red and blue lines show observations and multi-model responses to
ALL and NAT forcings, respectively. The shading indicates the 5–95%
ranges of the ALL (pink) and NAT (light blue) responses in individual
simulations, with the overlap in the range shown as dark mauve. The ALL
forcing responses for 2006–2012 are extended using RCP4.5 simulations.
Supplementary Table 1 lists the climate models and number of simulations
used in the study.
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principles as embodied in climate models are used to directly e
timate climate response from forcing. A caveat, therefore, is tha
1.5
URB fingerprint uncertainty is not as well understood as that o
Figure 1 | Estimate of urbanization e�ects on temperature change.
the other fingerprints. In both cases, a residual consistency test
a,b, Di�erences
1.0 (red crosses) between regionally averaged annual mean
indicates a good fit of the regression models. ALL and URB are bot
temperatures for urban and rural stations for Eastern China (a) and
detected in the two-signal analysis and have scaling factor estimate
Western China (b). The red lines show the logistic curves fitted to the data
consistent with the value one, indicating that their influences on th
0.5
that represent the urbanization e�ect signal patterns used in the detection
observations can be separated from each other. The best estimate o
and attribution analyses (see Supplementary Information for details).
the ALL scaling factor is less than 1, suggesting a possible overe
0.0
timation of the ALL response by the models. The best estimate o
temperature record14–16,25
.
However,
as
it
is
difficult
to
fully
segregate
scaling factor
is larger than
1 at 1.8, suggesting that th
ALL
URB
GHGthe URB
OANT
NAT
URB
rural and non-rural stations, we have more confidence in the URB observed temperature difference between urban and rural station
warming pattern than in this direct estimate of the magnitude of substantially underestimates the urbanization effect, consistent wit
the URB effect. We therefore use optimal fingerprinting analysis to an increasing urbanization influence on nominally rural station
27
adjust the estimated magnitude.
and previous suggestions that the current estimates of urbanizatio
Year

URB detection is robust to URB signal uncertainty

LETTERS
Results – warming contribu)ons
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Figure 4 | Attributable warming
contributors.
Best estimate
[0.61-1.24]
[0.75-1.76]
[0.10-0.30]

of the observed annual mean temperature trends and attributable warming
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Conclusions
Photo: F. Zwiers (Emlyn Cove)
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Conclusions
• China’s observing system records temperatures that are
broadly influenced by urban warming
• Thus the warming of the Chinese land-mass is likely
overestimated
• Comparison between urban and rural stations appears to lead
to an underestimate of the strength of the urbanization
influence
• A detection and attribution formalism allows decomposition of
China’s temperature record into externally forced, urbanization
induced and internal variability induced components of change
• Results suggest about 1/3rd of the recorded warming is due to
urbanization
• Anthropogenic and natural external forcing combined are
estimated to have caused 0.93°C [0.61-1.24], consistent with
the observed global land mean warming 1.09°C [0.86-1.31]
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Ques)ons?

www.pacificclimate.org
Photo: F. Zwiers (Big Trout Lake, Algonquin Park)
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